Public Comment For City Meetings

Name
Lucy Elliott

Address
2050 EMERALD TER, MOUNT PLEASANT, South Carolina 29464

Comments for Council Meeting
I just fail to see how paid parking makes the island "safer". Safer for who? And from what? What data are you basing that on? If everyone is driving slowly looking for parking and paying attention to their surroundings, nobody gets hit. City council already admitted that reduced traffic didn't really decrease the spread of coronavirus. If safety is truly the driving force behind paid parking, the city needs to pay for an objective third party study of traffic and EMS data for the past decade, and have some sort of statistical proof that paid parking would yield some sort of measurable relief. In all my years coming to the beach, I can't think of a single time I have seen a vehicle collision or any sort of incident involving a vehicle inflicted pedestrian injury. Or a car being towed for parking illegally for that matter

Meeting This Comment is Intended For: Public Safety Committee

Email Address
lelliott181@gmail.com
Public Comment For City Meetings

Name
Mrs Beatrice Love

Address
9 Sand Dollar Dr, Isle of Palms, South Carolina 29451

Comments for Council Meeting
I am having a real problem with noise emanating from the yard behind me. I live in Wild Wood, with its under sized lots, where voices carry very well. Two weeks ago I was subjected to 10 minutes on nipple piercing, followed by 20 minutes of family planning. I find being subjected to these private subjects abominable. The only noise I could complain about was the music! Labor Day weekend was really bad. Please see your police reports for Friday day, early evening, night and Saturday afternoon. I do not understand why the first car to respond to the midnight call did not hear the noise! I recorded it, while waiting on the 2nd car and will be happy to share it. Please help us with the wording, police understanding and enforcement of more realistic ordinance in small residential subdivisions..

Meeting This Comment is Intended For: Public Safety Committee

Email Address
badlove1@att.net